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GearJunkie.com - April, 2013
Switchable Optics Put To The Test/Review of Axo

TriEdge.net - March, 2013
Gear Review of Lynx
http://www.triedge.net/product-reviews/item/395-gear-reviewswitch-eyewear-new-for-2013-the-lynx
“It’s really hard to come up with something I didn’t like about the
Lynx. Overall, the Lynx was a fantastic choice for running and
cycling, and even with all the high-tech design that goes into the
lenses, the magnetic feature is still a big selling point to me.”

http://gearjunkie.com/interchangeable-lens-sunglasses
“The magnet-equipped Switch glasses, my favorite here for
all-around use, provide superb, fast-changing lenses and casual
styling. They have wonderfully crisp optics and an understated style
that goes well with both casual clothing and technical gear.”

EyecessorizeBlog.com - February, 2013
Review of Axo and Lynx
http://eyecessorizeblog.com/?p=4090
“Switch Vision was already fabulous and full of sporty spunk. But now, with two new
striking sunwear styles added to the mix, it’s even more spec-tacular. The latest Axo and
Lynx shades maintain the brand’s athletic vibe, while infusing fresh features for a slightly
updated look.“
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WIRED - Review of LYCAN - August, 2012
http://www.wired.com/reviews/2012/08/sports-shades/
“The Triguard polycarbonate lenses are just about scratch-proof.
If you hit something hard enough to knock one of these things
out, your sunglasses will be the least of your problems.”
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Men’s Fitness - Review of TIOGA - Nov., 2012
http://www.mensfitness.com/mattie-schuler/top-10-high-performance-sports-sunglasses?page=9
“Best For High Impact Sports. - The Switch Tioga, like Switch’s
entire eyewear line, uses a magnetic system which makes a lens
swap as quick as a lighting shift, and the magnetics are strong
enough to hold the lens in place—even during rough sports like
snowboarding and mountain biking.”

OpenAirLife.com - March, 2013
Gear Review of LYCAN
http://www.openairlife.com/gear-reviews/accessories/334-gearreview-lycan-sunglasses-by-switch-eyewear
“Now if you want to try out
some sweet glasses, these
shades will not fail you. I love
them and the unique magnetic lenses are great if you
want to change lenses fast.
If you have not yet seen these sun glasses, check them out, you’ll not
be disappointed.”

